Accessing APA Publication Manual Content
This handout shows how to view content from the APA Publication Manual (6th ed.) in the Learning and Writing Centers in Academic Writer.

The Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association® was first published in 1929 as a set of style guidelines for researchers submitting manuscripts for publication. Today, the APA Publication Manual has been widely adopted by students and professionals in the social and behavioral sciences.


Search the Learning Center
In the Learning Center, each of the quick guides is associated with one or more APA Style guidelines. You can search or browse the quick guides to access Publication Manual content. (Tutorials may also be rooted in Publication Manual content but go beyond APA Style guidelines to include broader research and writing topics.)

Use the search box to enter your search term; for example, running head.
Select **Show Details** for a video quick guide or tutorial to see its description and thumbnail image for video playback. When the **Showing Details** pane is open, links to any related *Publication Manual* sections appear in the **Learn More** section.

The selected link will open the *Publication Manual* section with related content in a new window or tab, depending on your browser settings.
Browse the Learning Center
From the Learning Center’s main page, use the Go to Quick Guides button to browse all quick guides.

Welcome to the Learning Center

Quick Guides
Short videos—most just 2 to 5 minutes—help you learn featured APA Style rules quickly.

Tutorials
Longer videos—most lasting 10 to 30 minutes—provide in-depth tutorials on writing and publishing.

Self-Quizzes
Self-quizzes assess your knowledge of APA Style rules.

Samples
Sample papers, references, tables, and figures illustrate how APA Style rules are applied.

To see all results on one page and the details for each result, use the icons below the Quick Guides tab to change the display from the default List View to the Grid View.

Abstract and Keywords
Learn how to write an abstract and how to select keywords, including how to achieve the appropriate length, content, and format.

Descriptive Text Transcript
Read transcript
Icon Download transcript (Word)

Learn More
Read the related section(s) below.
Pg. 2.22-2.23
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Alphabetizing the Reference List
Learn how to arrange entries in the reference list, including how to alphabetize multiple works by the same author, the same author and date of publication, different authors with the same surname, group authors, or no author.

Descriptive Text Transcript
Read transcript
Each quick guide has a Learn More section that links to any related Publication Manual content.

Related Help in the Writing Center
While working on a paper, the question-mark icon in the upper right of the Paper Editor links to related help, including content in the Publication Manual.

(Continued)
Select the heading of the topic to view more content. The **Learn More** section includes links to relevant *Publication Manual* sections and other related content in the Learning Center.

**Contact Us**

APA Customer Engagement provides training and support for Academic Writer and other products from APA Publishing.

Academic Writer Customer Engagement
academicwriter@apa.org
800-374-2722 or 202-336-5650
TDD/TTY 202-336-6123